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COMPANY PROFILE
Brief Introduction
Econ Contracting LLC an established local company dealing with electro-mechanical works for the residential, commercial and industrial buildings and the related MEP services for the infrastructure related projects.

Econ Contracting LLC is supported by a consolidated team of specialized dedicated engineers and a committed management with a collective experience of over and above fifteen years in this country, in various aspects of engineering procurement and construction.

We have qualified and fully trained technicians with hands on experience in the local construction industry, MEP services in particular.

Our engineers are licensed and approved in Dubai Municipality and other govt. authorities like DEWA, SEWA and MEW.
We believe in keeping our client’s interest on top priority and we extend our commitment in making our client’s views into reality keeping in mind all the finest details involved in the process.

We emphasize our commitment to complete the project within the target dates, in full compliance with the contract requirements. We are also committed to the safety and environmental regulations of UAE, and to implement such policies in our projects.

With a stringent quality policy and consistent drive to provide an excellent service to all our clients, *Econ Contracting LLC* is ready to take up more challenges and consolidate its position as one of the major MEP service contractor in the region.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Company Name : Econ Contracting LLC

Company Address: P O Box 88712, MT Khoory Building, Al Barsha1, Dubai, UAE.

Contact Nos: Tel +9714 3413914  
Fax +9714 3413915

Email : econcont@econdubai.ae
Website: www.econdubai.com
Company Capabilities
B. Turnkey MEP Projects

Design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of the following:

- District cooling / chilled water system.
- Pumping stations (Sewerage, Drainage and potable water).
- Firefighting and fire detection system.
- LV distribution system.
- 11 KV / 0.4 K substations.
- Medium and HV switchgears.
- Water, Sewerage and Drainage networks.
- Low current system.
- Bus bar Risers.
- Co-ordination and installation of BMS and security systems.
Econ Contracting LLC is capable of carrying out the projects in the following fields:

A. **MEP services for infrastructure projects.**

*Design, Supply, installation testing and commissioning of street lighting works, Tunnel and Bridge lighting.*

1. Design, Supply, installation testing and commissioning of entire lighting systems including feeder pillars/panels.
2. Design, supply, installation testing and commissioning of HV/ LV cable networks
3. Design, Supply installation testing and commissioning of hard landscape works, including decorative lighting system.
MANPOWER
&
RESOURCES
PLANT RESOURCES

A. Major Plants
- JCBs
- Vehicles – Trans Bus / Mini Bus / Pickups / Long body Pickups
- Excavators
- Shovels
- Vibrator Rollers
- Cranes
- Hand and plate compactors
- Hiab
- Water Tankers
- Hydraulic Pipe Bending Machines
- Hydraulic Pipe Cutters
- Pipe Threading Machines

B. Electrical Tools & Equipments
- Manual and Hydraulic Crimping Machine
  - 10 – 120 sq mm
  - 185 – 630 sq mm
- Insulation Resistance Tester
  - 1000 volts
  - 500 volts
- Earth Resistance Tester
- Pressure Pumps

Cont’d....
B. Electrical Tools & Equipments (Cont’d…)

- Cable Trailers
- Lux Meter
- Electric Cable Cutter
- Drill Machines
- Clamp Testers
- Hand Grinders
- Welding Machines

C. List of Cable Laying Equipments:

- Cable Trailers
- Cable Winches
- Straight Cable Rollers
- Angle Cable Rollers
- Cable Stockings
- Cable Jack and Shafts
  - 10 ton
  - 5 ton
Organization Chart
List of Projects
SITE PICTURES
Approvals from Authorities

1. RTA
2. DEWA
3. Dubai Municipality
4. Dubai Properties Group
5. FEWA
6. Ministry of public Works
Performance / Appreciation Certificates
TRADE LICENSE & OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
HEALTH AND
SAFETY POLICY
QUALITY ASSURANCE POLICY
CV’s Of the key Personnel
MANPOWER

1. MEP (TECHNICAL) MANAGER
2. FINANCE DEPARTMENT
3. HR DEPARTMENT / PRO
4. PURCHASE DEPARTMENT
5. ESTIMATION & QUANTITY SURVEYING
6. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
7. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
8. CIVIL ENGINEERS
9. SECRETARIES
10. DRAFTSMAN - ELECTRICAL
11. DRAFTSMAN - MECHANICAL
12. SAFETY OFFICERS
13. SURVEYOR
14. ELECTRICAL SUPERVISORS
15. ELECTRICAL FOREMEN
16. CIVIL FOREMAN
17. DEWA APPROVED CABLE JOINTERS
18. DRIVERS
19. MASONS
20. ELECTRICIANS
21. PLUMBERS
22. LABOURERS
23. Office Boys

TOTAL - 240